LELAND GREENWAY PROGRAM
PROGRAM sculpture park

LELAND PARK OVERVIEW
PROGRAM sheltered park space
PROGRAM___playground
TOP 10 DESIRED AMMENITIES

1. PLAYGROUND/CHILDREN-PLAY SPACE
2. SPACES FOR SITTING
3. PICNIC AREA AND SEATING NEAR THE PLAYGROUND
4. PAGODA/ PAVILLION
5. MULTI-USED SPACE
6. FLOWER/SCULPTURE/ RAIN GARDEN AND TREE
7. GRAFFITI/MURAL/PUBLIC ART
8. PLAZA
9. TERRACED STEPS
10. RAISED/ PATTERNED CROSSWALK
LELAND PARK OVERVIEW

CURRENT PLAN

LEGEND
1. raised crosswalk/loading
2. street planting
3. multiuse lawn
4. seating/play wall
5. exploratory play area
6. flower gardens
7. sloped walk
8. plaza/meeting space
9. wind sculpture
10. windbreak grove
11. trellis/covered picnic & seating
12. paseo
13. terraced steps
14. bulbout for pedestrian crossing